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1 Introduction 9 

This document describes the Technical Validation Response (TVR) message that can be used to 10 

communicate validation errors between Access Points (AP). Even though the PEPPOL TIA states, that 11 

the sending AP is responsible for validation of transmitted business documents, it happens quite 12 

often in production document exchanges, that invalid documents are transmitted. This specification 13 

document helps avoiding time-consuming and costly manual intervention by automatically informing 14 

the sender of the erroneous business document about the technical rejection on the receiver side 15 

and thus lowers technical support costs. 16 

1.1 Objective 17 

The goal of this document is to provide an easy to use model that is based on the new PEPPOL AS4 18 

profile so that it can be implemented in parallel with the AS4 deployments. The model described in 19 

this document is not meant to be used in conjunction with the PEPPOL AS2 profile. 20 

Because the topic of the Message Level Response (MLR) is discussed for a long time inside the 21 

PEPPOL teams without an end result, this specification can take an advantage of establishing the 22 

Technical Validation Response message at the same time the migration from AS2 to AS4 is planned in 23 

the PEPPOL eDelivery network. 24 
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As Norway is currently the biggest user of the PEPPOL eDelivery network it would be very difficult for 25 

them to introduce the MLR into the existing AS2 landscape, but according to Difi it would be feasible 26 

to introduce a mandatory MLR together with the introduction of the new AS4 protocol. 27 

This document assumes that an AP is always “acting on behalf” of the respective client – either 28 

sending or receiving side. 29 

1.2 Scope 30 

The secure exchange of business documents is the basic goal of the PEPPOL eDelivery network. The 31 

chosen transport protocol has a huge impact on the technically secure transmission but it lacks 32 

support of semantics of the transmitted business documents. AS4 comes with a synchronous 33 

“Receipt” message which is meant to prove that the original business document has been technically 34 

received by the receiving AP1. The Technical Validation Response message specified in this document 35 

is meant to deliver the response of technical validation without checking business specific elements 36 

like reference numbers or the like. An additional layer on top of the TVR is the so called Business 37 

Level Response (BLR) that takes care about business level notifications. 38 

 39 

Figure 1: 4-corner model in PEPPOL 40 

Figure 1 depicts the different layers and relationships between the parties in the 4-corner model. 41 

 An AS4 Receipt MUST be sent from C3 to C2. 42 

 A TVR message is always sent from C3 to C2 but with the difference that the message MAY 43 

(or might not) originate from C4 and MAY (or might not) be targeted to C1. Note: It is up to 44 

the individual deployments how the exact message flow is orchestrated. 45 

In scope of this specification are: 46 

 Definition of when to send TVR messages over the network. 47 

 How to address TVR messages in the PEPPOL network to the correct endpoint. 48 

 What is the content of a TVR message? 49 

 How to transmit TVR messages. 50 

                                                           
1
 The AS4 Receipt can be compared to the AS2 MDN and is only a network transmission acknowledgment. 
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Out of scope of this specification: 51 

 Specification of the technical acknowledgement message. 52 

 Specification of a business level response messages. 53 

1.3 Keywords 54 

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD 55 

NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as 56 

described in [RFC2119]. 57 

1.4 Normative references 58 

[RFC2119] Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels, IETF RFC, March 1997, 59 

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt 60 

[PEPPOL_MLR] PEPPOL BIS36A - Message Level Response 2.0, OpenPEPPOL, March 2017, 61 

https://github.com/OpenPEPPOL/documentation/tree/master/PostAward/MessageLevelResponse3662 

A 63 

[PEPPOL_ENVELOPE] OpenPEPPOL Business Message Envelope (SBDH) 1.1, OpenPEPPOL, March 64 

2018, TODO Link 65 

2 Technical Validation Response message 66 

TVR messages can be used in combination with any transport protocol that is supported by 67 

[PEPPOL_ENVELOPE]. 68 

2.1 Content 69 

POLICY 1 A TVR message MUST use the content as defined by [PEPPOL_MLR]. 70 

2.2 Transmission 71 

POLICY 2 TVR messages are to be transmitted using the same transport protocol and with the 72 
same technical constraints as the original business document (e.g. PEPPOL AS4 Profile v1.0). 73 

Note: the reason for this policy is to be able to reuse the TVR in other AS4 profiles as well. 74 

POLICY 3 TVR messages MAY be sent for all received business documents, except for TVR 75 
messages itself, as that is not considered to be a business document. 76 

Note: that includes sending a TVR for any business level response (which is out of scope of this 77 

document). 78 

POLICY 4 Technical errors in TVR messages MUST be resolved out of band. 79 

2.3 Addressing 80 

One of the original requests on MLR was to dynamically address an MLR based on different 81 

parameters (like process ID, document type ID etc.). This requirement is complex, is hard to maintain 82 

in an SMP and has a high probability of being misconfigured. The endpoint URL to send the TVR 83 

message in this case must be defined per business document. 84 

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt
https://github.com/OpenPEPPOL/documentation/tree/master/PostAward/MessageLevelResponse36A
https://github.com/OpenPEPPOL/documentation/tree/master/PostAward/MessageLevelResponse36A
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An easier, more robust approach is the use of SBDH additional attributes (see [PEPPOL_ENVELOPE]). 85 

An SBDH attribute with the key TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_URL MUST be present in all source 86 

business level transmissions and the value MUST be an endpoint URL at which an Access Point 87 

expects the TVR. This URL MUST only support URLs that are supported by the underlying transport 88 

profile (as is e.g. “http” for the PEPPOL AS4 profile v1.0). 89 

POLICY 5 The SBDH attribute with the key TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_URL MUST be present in 90 
every source business document transmission and contain the endpoint URL for the TVR 91 
message. 92 

Note: leading and trailing whitespace characters of configured URLs should be removed. 93 

POLICY 6 If the value of the SBDH attribute TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_URL is missing or 94 
incorrectly formatted the source business document transmission it MUST lead to a synchronous 95 
error message and the source document MUST be rejected. 96 

Non-normative example in SBDH: 97 

<BusinessScope> 98 
  <!-- Document type and process ID --> 99 
  <Scope> 100 
    <Type>TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_URL</Type> 101 
    <InstanceIdentifier>http://test.example.org/ap</InstanceIdentifier> 102 
  </Scope> 103 
</BusinessScope> 104 

Note: this SBDH attribute is not needed when sending a TVR message back. 105 

2.4 Obligation 106 

Every business document sender can request a TVR from the business document receiver by setting 107 

the SBDH additional attribute with the key TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_REQUIRED to the value true 108 

(case insensitive). Any other value indicates no requirement to send a TVR message back. 109 

POLICY 7 The SBDH additional attribute with the key TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_REQUIRED 110 
MUST be present in every source business document transmission. 111 

Every business document receiver can send a TVR back to the original business document sender 112 

even if no TVR was required. 113 

POLICY 8 If the value of the SBDH attribute TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_REQUIRED is missing in 114 
the source business document transmission it MUST lead to a synchronous error message and 115 
the source document MUST be rejected. 116 

Non-normative example in AS4 for a sender requesting a TVR: 117 

<BusinessScope> 118 
  <!-- Document type and process ID --> 119 
  <Scope> 120 
    <Type>TECHNICAL_VALIDATION_REQUIRED</Type> 121 
    <InstanceIdentifier>true</InstanceIdentifier> 122 
  </Scope> 123 
</BusinessScope> 124 

Note: this SBDH attribute is not needed when sending a TVR message back. 125 
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2.5 Orchestration 126 

Since the business document sender can require and business document receiver may validate there 127 

are 4 different permutations to be considered which are outlined in this chapter. 128 

2.5.1 Sender requires TVR, Receiver validates 129 

A TVR message MUST arrive within 2 hours of the original AS4 transmission. If no TVR message is 130 

received within the maximum waiting period, the business document needs to be resent2. If no TVR 131 

message was received after waiting three times 2 hours (total of around 6 hours) manual 132 

intervention is needed. 133 

POLICY 9 If the business document sender requires a TVR the business document receiver 134 
MUST send one back within 2 hours. 135 

If the receiver does validate the incoming business document, it MUST send back an MLR with the 136 

Response Code “Accepted” or “Rejected” (see MLR 2.0 spec, chapter 7.1). 137 

2.5.2 Sender requires TVR, Receiver does not validate 138 

A TVR message MUST arrive within 2 hours of the original AS4 transmission. If no TVR message is 139 

received within the maximum waiting period, the business document needs to be resent. If no TVR 140 

message was received after waiting three times 2 hours (total of around 6 hours) manual 141 

intervention is needed. 142 

POLICY 10 If the receiver does not validate the incoming business document, it MUST send back 143 
an empty MLR with the Response Code “Message acknowledgement” (see MLR 2.0 spec, chapter 144 
7.1). 145 

2.5.3 Sender does not require TVR, Receiver validates 146 

If the sender does not require a TVR, the receiver MUST send the TVR within 2 hours from the 147 

original receipt time. 148 

POLICY 11 If the business document sender does not require a TVR it MUST wait at least 2 hours 149 
and 30 minutes for a TVR document before it can assume the document to be technically valid. 150 

If the receiver does validate the incoming business document, it MUST send back an MLR with the 151 

Response Code “Accepted” or “Rejected” (see MLR 2.0 spec, chapter 7.1). 152 

2.5.4 Sender does not require TVR, Receiver does not validate 153 

POLICY 12 If the sender does not require a TVR and the receiver does not validate, a TVR 154 
message MAY be send but no later than 2 hours from receipt. 155 

Still the sender has to wait as specified in POLICY 11 since he does not know that no TVR will arrive. It 156 

is proposed that the receiver anyway sends a MLR with the Response Code “Message 157 

acknowledgement” back to the sender to speed up processing. 158 

                                                           
2
 According to the AS4 specification, every compliant implementation must support duplicate elimination. 


